VOODOO CHILE (SLIGHT RETURN)

As recorded by Stevie Ray Vaughan and Double Trouble
(From the 1984 Album COULDN'T STAND THE WEATHER)

Arranged by Stevie Ray Vaughan
Words and Music by Jimi Hendrix

Intro

Moderately Slow \( \text{\textit{d} = 94} \)
N.C.

Gtr I, II w/ wah

Rake


(drums
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Double Time Feel \( \downarrow = 94 \)

End Double Time Feel \( \downarrow = 94 \)
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Gtrs II, III

Switch to neck pick

*exceptio
accel. Faster $J = 96$
F] Outro

Slower \( \text{j} = 83 \)

```
164
\[\text{wah on} \]\n
```

```
167
\[\text{Rake ---| A.H.} \]\n
```

```
170
\[\text{solog} \]\n
```

```
173
\[\text{Free Time Cadenza} \]\n
```
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